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Abstract—We report on our efforts to enhance our under-
graduate computer science and software engineering curriculum,
promoting what we term agile communication through practice in
inquiry, critique and reflection. We are targeting early courses in
our curriculum, so that students internalize agile practices as part
of their personal software development process. Our approach
constitutes a cognitive apprenticeship that engages students in
authentic software settings and articulates processes that are
traditionally left implicit.

Communication-intensive activities are woven through this
curriculum in a variety of ways. The POGIL framework provides
a structured approach to inquiry. Automated feedback on test
coverage, programming style and code documentation are pro-
vided through WebTA, a novel tool that we have integrated into
the Canvas learning management system, providing communica-
tion by proxy that supplements instructor feedback with continual
critique of code and documentation. A program of guided
inquiry through real case studies of software communication
prepares students for their team software activities, and a series
of reflective exercises leads them to focus on their own team
communication practices.

I. INTRODUCTION: COMMUNICATION IN WORKPLACE

AND CLASSROOM

Communication — between humans — has always been
a important but underappreciated aspect of software devel-
opment. Although many professional software engineers are
effective communicators, they typically do not have practice
in articulating what it is that makes communication effective
(or ineffective). That is, their knowledge remains at a tacit
level, from which it is difficult to impart to students.

The situation is improving. Advocates of agile development
methods in particular have always stressed the importance of
flexible communication practices, deployed dynamically and
strategically to maximize value. Cunningham’s WikiWikiWeb,
the “original wiki”, contains a wealth of named patterns
for agile practices, many of which fall into the domain of
communication [8]. The Scrum framework is notable in this
respect for the way in which it names — and therefore honors
— particular communication practices that would otherwise
remain tacit and invisible to students [21]. Through efforts by
Sutherland, Coplein and others, Scrum rituals and principles
are being captured as a pattern language of organizational
techniques [19], [7].

Preparing students for the flexible, highly communicative
environment of agile development is a crucial responsibility for
computer science and software engineering programs in higher
education. Instruction by experts in writing and communication
has an essential place in the education of future software
developers, but it must be matched with similar instruction
within “disciplinary” courses. Computer science and software
engineering instructors are in a unique position to ground the
material in authentic practices, and by attending to commu-
nication in the classroom they validate it and heighten its
importance in the eyes of the students.

The importance of communication in the software process
is beginning to be acknowledged in the software engineering
education community. The most recent version of the Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [2] has an ex-
panded treatment of communication, with breakout sections on
“reading, understanding and summarizing”, “writing”, “team
and group communication”, and “presentation skills”. Recently
there have been efforts to bring the expertise of writing
instructors into the computer science and software engineering
curricula, engage students in authentic communication activi-
ties, and categorize the genres of communication that arise in
software development setting [5].

This recent addition to SWEBOK indicates that there is
something else at play in software development:

Some communication can be accomplished in writ-
ing. Software documentation is a common substitute
for direct interaction. Email is another but, although
it is useful, it is not always enough; also, if one
sends too many messages, it becomes difficult to
identify the important information. Increasingly, or-
ganizations are using enterprise collaboration tools to
share information. In addition, the use of electronic
information stores, accessible to all team members,
for organizational policies, standards, common engi-
neering procedures, and project-specific information,
can be most beneficial. ([2], 11-11)

The point of this passage is that software professionals
must be aware of contextual factors in their design of com-
munication. A software developer — or a student engaged
in a class software project — must think both strategically
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and tactically about the current problem at hand and the form
of communication that will solve it most effectively. Having
provided students the tools of their trade, in the form of
authentic communication genres, instructors must give them
guidelines for their wise use, based on the other individuals
involved in the communication, the timing and location of
the communication, and the form and style — in classical
rhetorical terms, audience, kairos and decorum [12]). Students
in computing disciplines enjoy problem solving and are well
versed in principled approaches to solving technical problems.
We want to give them similar tools for problem solving in the
communication arena.

II. GOAL: AGILE COMMUNICATORS IN SOFTWARE

DEVELOPMENT

The principles of agile development, articulated memorably
in the Agile Manifesto [10] as “individuals and interactions
over processes and tools”, “working software over compre-
hensive documentation”, “customer collaboration over contract
negotiation” and “responding to change over following a plan”,
have resonance throughout the software industry. With this
shift comes a change in how we approach communication.
Agile developers are also agile communicators, with the fol-
lowing strengths:

Proactivity: At the heart of the agile approach is a recognition
that requirements, priorities and obstacles in software projects
are in constant flux. Consequently, agile methods encourage
patterns of constant questioning, informing and debating. Agile
developers must be unafraid to inquire about requirements, to
critique design choices, and to provide reflective comments on
the team’s process.

Flexibility: While agile frameworks such as Scrum and Kanban
establish rituals and artifacts rooted in communication, these
do not constitute a comprehensive, programmatic standard.
Agile developers must be able to handle multimodal discourse
(including written, oral and graphical communication through
various media) and adapt to new communication situations,
instead of relying on formal scripts and templates.

Creativity: In agile development, participants tailor the com-
munication channels and genres they use dynamically to
maximimize value, rather than cleave to a predefined plan.
Agile developers must be skilled rhetoricians, with a deep
understanding of their communication options, and an ability
to choose genre and style to suit the audience and purpose.

Our goal is to build these agile communication strengths
in our students, through exposure to and practice in authentic
software communication settings. We wish to build this ex-
posure and practice directly into our disciplinary courses, and
early in the curriculum, so that agile communication becomes
a natural part of their internalized software process. Also, by
recognizing the importance of communication and engaging
in it at early stages, we expect to attract and retain students
who are motivated by working in teams. These students are
the ideal software developers of the future, since the reality is
that software development is highly social and communicative.

III. A COGNITIVE APPRENTICESHIP APPROACH:

INQUIRY, CRITIQUE AND REFLECTION

The Cognitive Apprenticeship model [6] is a constructivist
approach to learning that focuses on teaching concepts and
practices utilized by experts to solve problems in realistic
environments. It has special relevance in the context of soft-
ware development, particularly in the communicative skills that
we are interested in, because it emphasizes making implicit
processes explicit to the learner. In typical computer science
or software engineering educational settings, topics like team
communication are often deemphasized in favor of more
technical topics; in the workplace, the communication-related
knowledge that experienced developers possess is internalized,
complicating their ability to pass it along to new employees.

We have identified three fundamental agile activities that
are mediated through communication: inquiry (strategies for
resolving unknowns, coming to a shared vision, solving prob-
lems); critique (systematic analysis and evaluation); reflection
(identifying and describing one’s own implicit or explicit
work process). Here we explain how these three components
constitute a program of cognitive apprenticeship, and how we
engage our students in these activities.

A. Inquiry

Agile development demands a spirit of constant inquiry.
The famous Extreme Programming admonition to “embrace
change” [1] implies continuous interaction with stakeholders
to understand ever-changing requirements, priorities and ob-
stacles. The spirit of inquiry extends to intra-team communi-
cation; in a process of continual self-optimization, teams self-
organize and solve problems together.

The basis for our inquiry based curriculum is the POGIL
(Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning) approach, which
originated in undergraduate chemistry education [9] and has
been introduced to computing disciplines through the CS-
POGIL initiative [15], [11]. At the heart of POGIL is a guided
inquiry learning cycle of exploration, concept invention and
application. Students work in small groups with well-defined
roles — similarly to teams in agile software development —
to encourage accountability and engagement. Each POGIL
assignment has a common structure: supply students with
initial data, guide them through leading questions that allow
them to construct a unifying concept explaining the data, then
provide means for them to apply and validate their newly
constructed concept. It is in essence an application of the
scientific method in a carefully crafted classroom setting. In
addition to learning the core concepts at the heart of the
assignment, students get practice in team problem solving and
communication.

We have employed POGIL successfully in the third-year
Team Software Project course, to introduce the concept of
strategic communication in a software development setting
[14]. This approach fits the topic well: the search for meaning
within a given communication setting is complex, and different
observers may see different patterns of communication in play.
Guided inquiry allows students to take ownership of their
interpretations; at the same time, we consciously steer students
away from rote, simplistic answers that ignore the complexity
of communication. In POGIL, students work in small groups
with individual roles — a process framework similar to that of
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Fig. 1. Sample communication pattern inquiry worksheet [14].

Scrum. The problem solving conversations within the groups
give students further practice in team communication. Using
a simple rubric based on standard rhetorical principles of
audience, purpose and style, along with structural factors such
as location and timing (Fig. 1), students characterize various
communication practices, then assess those characteristics with
regard to particular software project settings.

As an illustration of the exploration-invention-application
cycle in practice, we give an early exercise from our Team
Software Project material:

Exploration. We ask students to analyze standard Scrum com-
munication practices (e.g., daily standup) that they have been
exposed to earlier, and to use our rubric as a guide to identify
critical features of the communication strategies used.

Invention. From these findings, students name patterns of com-
munication and identify contextual characteristics that make
the pattern suitable for application.

Application. Next, students are asked to conjecture how the
nature of a communication pattern would be affected if, one
by one, different attributes of the communication act were
changed: e.g. changing the duration of the daily standup
meeting to one hour, changing its frequency to monthly, or
changing it to an asychronous activity with team members
“checking in” remotely. Students were asked to analyze how
such changes would affect other identified attributes of the
communication act such as content, perceived value, and scope.

B. Critique

Agile development demands continuous attention to good
design, including refactoring when changing user needs and
design demands dicate. Likewise, team organization and prac-
tices are also under constant review. This requires developers to
be willing and able to reassess current design and practices and

to articulate areas of improvement. WebTA is a tool developed
by the authors to critique student programs in introductory
computer science courses. We have integrated the tool with the
Canvas Learning Management System (LMS) [3] to provide
immediate feedback to students.

Traditional methods for teaching computer science — lec-
turing on abstract concepts, assigning a programming project
related to the lectures, then grading the students’ submitted
finished products — resemble the outdated waterfall model of
software development in many ways. An instructor writes a
specification and hands it off to students as an assignment.
Students toil in isolation, without the benefit of instructor
feedback or team communication. When they run out of
time, students submit the assignment and hope for the best
– not entirely sure that they interpreted the assignment in
the same way as the instructor. Lastly, the instructor applies
secret tests to the student work and assigns a grade, then
moves on to the next topic, regardless of whether students
have successfully constructed mental models to understand the
current topic. Many academic programs utilize auto-graders to
assign preliminary grades to student work, reducing the time
burden placed on human graders. WebTA does do this, but
goes further to provide constant feedback to our students in
programming courses.

Through WebTA, we teach students test-driven agile de-
velopment methods through small cycles of teaching, coding
integrated with testing, and immediate feedback. We focus
on this Learning Cycle [13] by providing students just-in-
time code critiques for them to reflect on and feedback into a
continous development process. This kind of style critique is
based on Education Critiquing Systems [17].

Students using WebTA are engaged in communication-by-
proxy with the instructor. This communication is not meant
to replace instructor feedback; rather, it codifies common
feedback scenarios to assist the instructor in reaching students
in tight feedback loops just when the student is engaged
in problem solving and learning. The instructor configures
WebTA with common critiques that are triggered by errors,
warnings, or textual analysis of the student’s code. These
critiques are issued to the students immediately, as needed by
the student to support concept formation.

When students connect with WebTA through Canvas, a
startup screen that explains the current problem and tells them
which files they should upload to receive a code critique. After
clicking on the “Critique My Code” button, students receive
an online report which includes a Critique Summary. The
critique summary includes a stoplight that tells the student at
a glance if they succeeded in their programming task. A green
light indicates a satisfactory state, an amber light indicates the
presence of some minor warnings or style issues (Fig. 2), and
a red light indicates serious errors.

Under the hood, the system has compiled the students’
code and run it through a series of rigorous shake-down
tests. Students can scroll down from the critique summary
to view details of the critique, including errors and warnings
generated both at compile-time and run-time. The instructor
can configure the system to run both public and secret tests, run
the student’s own test code against their program, or assess the
student’s JUnit test cases to determine their ability to generate
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Fig. 2. WebTA style critique.

edge cases. Scrolling further down the code critique, students
find a listing of each code file submitted that includes style
advice generated via simple textual analysis of the code.

Students using WebTA are engaged in Learning by Doing.
While developing solutions to problems, students engage in
an iterative conversation: developing code, receiving critiques,
reflecting on feedback, and revising their solutions. WebTA
applies Cognitive Apprenticeship practices that role-model
authentic skills for students. Students are repeatedly exposed
to patterns of coding and critiques from which they learn how
to identify and communicate about issues that crop up during
software development.

C. Reflection

A key component of agile development is continual process
improvement, facilitated by periodic reflective activities. The
sprint retrospective in the Scrum framework, for instance, is
a ritual that encourages critique and creative problem solving.
The concept of professional reflection has long been touted
as a valuable means of metacognitive regulation [18], and
there is evidence that it builds strong teams and projects and
encourages learning [16], [20].

Once our Team Software Project students have been im-
mersed in the Scrum cycle, iterating through multiple sprints,
we ask them to reflect on their own process from a commu-
nication perspective. In the “How We Scrum” activity, they
identify commonly recurring communicative acts as patterns
and assess their effectiveness. Through this activity, they
come to acknowledge that they have created a communication
infrastructure of their own design. They then critique this
design and propose improvements.

Later, in the “How They Scrum” activity, student team
members interview members of other project teams about
their communication practices. This contrasting perspective
emphasizes the fact that they, and the other teams, have
made choices that affect project performance. Sample reflective
comments like those shown in Fig. 3 show the influence of
earlier POGIL investigations of communication strategies; in
their reflections, students use the pattern approach to discuss
their own communication design choices [14].

Fig. 3. Sample student reflections: “How They Scrum” [14].

D. Cognitive apprenticeship

Collins [6] outlines the elements of a general framework
for cognitive apprenticeship environments:

Content: Two types of content need to be taught to students:
Domain Knowledge and Strategic Knowledge. Domain knowl-
edge consists of the technical topics normally taught in com-
puter science classrooms: e.g., programming languages, data
structures, algorithms. Strategic Knowledge is what experts
use to make use of these classroom skills to solve real-world
problems. Strategic knowledge is often difficult to express
in the classroom because it is founded in experience gained
from doing computer science. Here we outline the synergistic
relations between Collins’s areas of strategic knowledge and
our approach.

Heuristic Strategies: We support student learning through the
use of patterns in communication and learning [14], [4]. Soft-
ware professionals routinely use sophisticated problem solving
and design skills in their communication with one another
and other stakeholders in the software process. We wish to
impress upon the students the importance of communication in
software development, and to encourage strategic and tactical
thinking about communication.

Control (Metacognitive) Strategies: Through reflection stimu-
lated by WebTA critiques and POGIL exercises, we encourage
students to learn from choices they, their teammates, and other
teams make during the development process.

Learning Strategies: In our classrooms, we engage in role-
modeling, role-play, and POGIL activities to help students
learn how to learn. The cycle of doing, critiquing, reflecting,
and redoing helps students develop their own learning strate-
gies and apply them to problem solving.

Method: Students using WebTA are scaffolded in the contin-
uous development cycle with automated testing. Students are
coached through code critiques and helpful suggestions that
prompt the to reflect and refactor.

Our POGIL approach, with its emphasis on communication
falls squarely within Cognitive Apprenticeship methods. We
invite students to be articulate communicators, to reflect on
their communication choices, and to explore new ways of
approaching problems in a team setting.

Sequencing: Increasing complexity refers to the presentation
of topics and the learning of skills in a way that builds increas-
ingly towards expert performance. Increasing diversity is the
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sequencing of learning tasks such that a wider range of skills
are increasingly required to solve problems. Global before
local involves introducing students to high level concepts and
working towards detailed implementations.

We introduce POGIL strategies in our initial computer sci-
ence courses. By teaching students Test-Driven Development
from day one, we set students on a course to being agile
developers. We then introduce students to user stories and the
notion that communication is a critical component of software
development. When students reach the Team Software Project
course in their third year, they are ready to learn POGIL
strategies for communication and problem solving.

Sociology. Traditional teaching methods in computer science
produce graduates with classroom skills and knowledge but
no context or experience for applying those skills; sadly,
in many cases real learning only starts when students leave
academia and are faced with real-world problems. It is critical
that cognitive apprentices be involved in solving real-world
problems using real-world techniques as soon as possible. The
Team Software Project course provides situated learning by
having students work on authentic problems and communicate
with stakeholders in the same way they will on the job.
Here they engage in a Community of Practice [22] where
they actively communicate and use the skills introduced in
earlier courses. The POGIL methodology exploits cooperation
extending learning and providing intrinsic motivation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our inquiry and reflection exercises in the Team Software
Project course have been in use for the past three years, while
the WebTA code critique tool has only been in place for a year
in our introductory programming courses and our Data Struc-
tures course. We have reported earlier on the effectiveness of
the Team Software material in heightening students’ awareness
of strategic communication and giving them tools for reflection
and process improvement [14]. We give a brief summary of
some preliminary conclusions concerning our project.

Early experience with WebTA’s proxy critique functionality
has revealed some unintended consequences that may require
fine tuning. Introductory Programming students seem to have
learned more debugging skills in Fall 2013, before WebTA was
in place. In Fall 2014, students relied on WebTA’s shakedown
testing to provide information for debugging and as a result
acquired fewer debugging skills. Data Structures students were
required to submit JUnit test cases with their code during
both Fall 2013 and 2014 semesters. WebTA tested their JUnit
tests against the assignment API. Over the course of Fall
2014 we saw marked improvement in student conformance
to the specified API. However, we also noticed a tendency for
students to drop tests if they did not understand an edge case.
At this preliminary stage, we have the sense that more effort
needs to focus on fading scaffolds and teaching students how
to test their code.

In survey results at the end of the Team Software Project
course, students said they would have liked to see even
more communication based activities. Some students said they
would have liked to experience simulations of industry type
communication that they would not normally get to experience,
like attending a conference call, so they would be better

prepared when they experience it in industry. They would have
also liked to participate in more role playing exercises where
they have to think creatively and make communication choices,
like understanding how to report unpleasant news to their boss
or dealing with an unproductive team member. These results
give us confidence that there is a place for explicit discussion
of communication in our disciplinary courses.
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